Moisture-and temperature-activated corrosion of metal fingers, mechanical stress induced delamination, and failure of solder bonds rank among the leading failure mechanisms of solar modules. The physics of moisture ingress, diffusion, and reaction have been explored in detail, but the electrical implications of corrosion and delamination on specific front-surface grid geometry is not fully understood. In this paper, we show that the module efficiency loss due to corrosion, delamination, and solder bond failure (CDS) involves a complex interplay of voltage/current redistribution, reflected as a loss in photocurrent, as well as decrease/increase in shunt/series resistances. The analysis presented in this paper will redefine the interpretation of experimental I-V characteristic features due to degradation mechanisms, integrate a variety of scattered and counter-intuitive experimental results within a common theoretical framework, and inform CDS-resistant grid design for solar modules.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE levelized cost of electricity of solar energy can be reduced by lowering the manufacturing cost, increasing the efficiency of the cells, and enhancing the reliability of the modules. Thus, the ability to predict the lifetime and improve the reliability of modules plays a pivotal role in commercial photovoltaic (PV) systems. Among various reliability issues [e.g., yellowing, potential induced degradation (PID), partial shading, etc.], Jordan et al. identified internal circuitry (IC) discoloration caused by corrosion as the second most significant degradation mode in the systems installed in the past ten years [1] . Indeed, corrosion, delamination, solder bond failure (CDS) have always played a critical role in defining module lifetime [2] , [3] .
PV degradation can be monitored and predicted in one of two ways-preinstallation accelerated qualification tests and postinstallation offline field tests. In accelerated qualification tests, well-controlled environmental stressors (e.g., humidity, temperature) attempt to isolate/accelerate the specific degradation pathway (e.g., UV test for yellowing) [4] - [11] . In practice, a given combination of stress conditions may, in fact, accelerate more The authors are with the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907 USA (e-mail:,rasadpou@purdue.edu; sun106@purdue.edu, sunxingshu@gmail.com; alam@purdue.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JPHOTOV.2019.2896898 than one degradation modes. Misattribution of multiple degradation modes to a single presumed degradation mechanism makes predictive modeling difficult. Specifically, correlated degradation makes interpretation of I-V characteristics challenging. For example, depending on the stress condition used, corrosion may appear to decrease the shunt-resistance [R sh ∼ (dJ/dV ) −1 V =0 ], reduce the short-circuit current [J SC ≡ J(V = 0)], and/or increase the series resistance [R s ∼ (dJ/dV ) −1 V =V o c ] [4] , [6] , [11] . Any approach that considers R s -increase as the sole signature of corrosion will miss important signs of early degradation related to finger corrosion, for example. The situation is even more complicated for offline testing of fielded modules. Here, the environmental stress factors are uncontrolled, and therefore, multiple degradation modes occur simultaneously. The concurrent degradation mechanisms make it difficult to isolate degradation modes [1] , [3] based on I-V analysis by a traditional five-parameter model.
In this paper, we will establish a new physics-based approach to interpret I-V signatures for degradations involving CDS. These I-V signatures will simplify the interpretation of accelerated tests as well as offline field data. We wish to emphasize that significant amount of physical modeling and material characterization work have already been done to establish the kinetics of moisture diffusion, the physics of Na ion transport, and the reaction products formed near the contact during CDS degradation [12] , [13] . However, the implications of these degradations in terms of module I-V characteristics are not clear. Therefore, in this paper, we wish to explore the physics of CDS and how they influence the electrical performance of the cells and modules. Then we will recommend an algorithm to differentiate these mechanisms and their features from other degradation modes. In Section II, we explain the simulation framework used to study CDS failure effects. In Section III, we explain the corrosion geometry, solder bond failure, and their effects on I-V curves of the affected cell. Then, we use the cell results to simulate module I-V characteristics to demonstrate the effects of cell degradation on module performance in Section IV. We discuss the results in Section V and conclude in Section VI.
II. THEORY AND MODELING FRAMEWORK
Solar cells consist of a substrate that absorbs sunlight and generates electron-hole pairs. Photo-generated carriers are transported away from the cell by metal contacts. In a c-Si cell, the front metal contacts are arranged in a hierarchical grid pattern to balance shading of the incident light versus power lost to "series" 2156-3381 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. resistance during charge collection. Typically, the H-shaped grid consists of (∼ 60 to100 µm) thin fingers [red horizontal lines, Fig. 1(a) ] carrying the current from the semiconductor toward a wider (∼1 mm) busbar [thick vertical blue lines, Fig. 1(a) ]. The busbars themselves are contacted with ribbons [thinner vertical yellow lines, Fig. 1 (a)] via tabbing points (white circles) to carry the current from one cell to the next in a module.
Corrosion can affect the metal grid in a variety of ways. For simplicity, we will discuss three specific types of grid corrosion. More complex corrosion patterns can be viewed as a superposition of these "elementary" processes. First, grid finger thinning shown in Fig. 1(b) causes the current to travel through a finger with a reduced cross section (i.e., higher resistance). Second, grid delamination shown in Fig. 1 (c) prevents current pick-up by the finger so that the carriers must travel further through the semiconductor laterally to reach the un-delaminated section of the metal line. Third, busbar solder bond failure shown in Fig. 1(d) eliminates the tabbing points and current must travel through a longer, more resistive path to reach the next cell. The key insight in this paper is that these corrosion processes affect the module I-V characteristics differently, and therefore, the electrical I-V signatures can be used to infer the types of corrosion processes within the module. We will explain how the variation of these markers may be misinterpreted as signatures of different degradation mechanisms.
III. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
We used a commercial cell simulator called Griddler [14] to calculate the J-V curves of cells with variously corroded/delaminated fingers and busbars. Griddler needs as an input a map of the busbars and fingers as a starting point for the simulation. Therefore, we first used AutoCAD software to draw the relevant (pristine or corroded) patterns of fingers, busbars, and tabbing points on the front side of the wafer. The backside was presumed fully covered with an opaque metal. Griddler uses the front grid pattern as a guide to spatially resolve the cell into small segments. Each spatial segment (i.e., node) is represented by a double diode five-parameter compact model [see Fig. 2 (a)]. The five-parameter equation is given by
The five parameters are: (a) J ph (x, y), the photocurrent density generated due to local illumination; (b) J 01 (x, y) , the diode recombination current with an ideality factor of one; (c) J 02 (x, y), the recombination current in the depletion region of the diode with an ideality factor of two; (d) R sh (x, y), the local shunt resistance; and (e) R s (x, y), the series resistance.
The baseline values that we used for different variables in the Griddler simulator are summarized in Table I . The variables are chosen for a typical c-Si cell with an efficiency of 18.8%.
Once the local five-parameter model is specified, Griddler connects the nodes in a two-dimensional grid [see Fig. 2 (b)] with appropriate front/back contact resistance and then solves the Kirchhoff's equations related to the network with appropriate boundary conditions (e.g., voltage and current specified at the end of the busbars). A self-consistent solution of the Kirchhoff's law allows one to obtain a spatially resolved map of voltage and current distributions, V (x, y) and J(x, y). This map allows us to interpret cell I-V characteristics in terms of local processes.
For example, Fig. 2 (c) shows the calculated voltage distribution for a pristine cell with two vertical busbars and a series of 82 horizontal fingers. The current is extracted at the bottom edge of the busbars (marked A and B), therefore, these two points at the cell output (or module voltage V M ) has the smallest volt-age (V min = 0.555 V, black). The busbars are essentially at the same potential (vertical black lines), because the resistance of the busbar is small. The local voltage differential
depends on the distance from the initial charge collection point on the finger (e.g., C, D, and E) to the final extraction point (i.e., A and B) at the busbar. At the farthest point from the busbar (C, D, E), the voltage is the highest (V max = 0.596 V, white), with the corresponding maximum voltage differential (ΔV max = V max − V min ∼ 40 mV). Thus, for a pristine module, ΔV max ∼ 1.5 k B T q > ΔV (x, y), therefore, charge collection from various points within the cell is essentially uniform, because exponential terms on the right hand side of (1) are nominally identical, i.e., V (x, y) ≡ V min + ΔV (x, y) ∼ V min . This conclusion does not hold once the fingers/busbars begin to corrode, with dramatic implications for cell performance and I-V characteristics.
IV. EFFECT OF FINGER CORROSION AND SOLDER BOND FAILURE
When a module is installed in the field, it is exposed to environmental humidity. Moisture first penetrates the module through cracked sealant, power plugs, (fractured) glass, and/or cracked backsheet. Subsequently, moisture diffuses through the encapsulant to eventually reach the solar cell. Moisture may corrode the fingers/busbar of a solar cell in two ways. First, in the dark-corrosion mode, moisture initially reacts with the encapsulant ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) to produce acetic acid [16] . The acid corrodes parts of glass frit layer in contact with silicon and the corresponding "delamination" increases the series resistance [17] . In the light-corrosion mode during normal daytime operation, moisture is directly hydrolyzed at the metal contacts and the OH − molecule reacts with the metal to produce metal hydro-oxides (MOH − ). The hydro-oxides are eventually neutralized by PID-related Na + ions from the front glass [18] . This corrosion of the glass frit layer or the delamination of the electrode because of the build-up of H 2 gas (hydrolysis product) degrades current collection. The actual reactions are complex and still subject to intense study [18] - [21] .
In this paper, we will not focus on the kinetics of corrosion, but rather analyze the I-V signature of CDS once it has occurred. As discussed, corrosion can thin the grid finger by dissolving away the metal from the cell edges located close to the module edge (see, Fig. 3 ) or cause delamination of the contacts along the length of the finger (see, Fig. 5 ). These two phenomena are among several effects that can be associated with corrosion. Then, we will explain the effects of each corrosion pattern in the following sections. In addition, the busbar solder bond failure that occurs due to thermal expansion and contraction will be discussed with reference to Fig. 7 .
A. Metal Finger Thinning
Thinning of the metal fingers occurs when the corrosion attacks the contacts from the edges. For simplicity, we assumed the thinning happens uniformly for a length of 3.0 cm [see, Fig. 3(a) ]. This pattern may arise because corrosion is slower than moisture diffusion, although exact details of the corrosion pattern will not affect the key insights presented in this paper. The simulation setup only affects the finger resistance. Therefore one expects that the changes of the I-V characteristics would be attributed to the increase in effective series resistance R s .
Interestingly, the thinning of the fingers does not affect the I-V curve significantly until five-sixth of the initial width (60 µm) is corroded (see, Fig. 4 ). The fingers are overdesigned to ensure high yield, therefore, despite initial corrosion reducing the width of the finger, the voltage drop along the finger [ΔV (x, y)] is relatively small and the voltage redistribution [see, Fig. 3(b) ] and the cell performance [see, Fig. 4(a) ] appear indistinguishable compared with a pristine cell.
The voltage distribution [see, Fig. 3(b) ] and the I-V characteristics [see, Fig. 4(a) ] begin to change significantly when the finger width is reduced to 10-20 µm. Now the finger current travels laterally through the high-resistance corroded section (or the semiconductor underneath) until it reaches the healthy section of the finger. The voltage over the corroded section in Fig. 3(b) approaches V max = 0.610 V (white) or ΔV max ∼ 60 mV > 2 k B T q . As V M (= V min ) has increased, the distributed diodes in the corroded section are turned-on even more strongly (because of their exponential dependence of ΔV (x, y), as in (1)]. The I-V characteristics in Fig. 4(a) gives the appearance of a weakly "shunted" cell. The output power is reduced as diodes now dissipate the local photocurrent instead of allowing them to be collected by the busbar. Interestingly, [22] anticipated "fake shunt" as a consequence of two regions of a cell (pristine versus degraded) being described by two different series resistances. This paper presents a detailed physical justification regarding the spatially distributed origin of the fake shunts.
Finally, when most of the finger is corroded (e.g., 59.5 µm out of 60 µm), ΔV max = 110 mV [ Fig. 3(c) , white section on the left] ensure that strong diode turn-on dissipates most of the local photocurrent within the corroded section. The short-circuit current is reduced in a manner similar to yellowing or partial vertical shading. The situation is worse, because the hot spots formed will accelerate corrosion/delamination.
To summarize, initial corrosion may not affect the I-V characteristics at all. Intermediate corrosion (40-55 µm) is reflected to be a fake shunt resistance (indicated by the slope at V = 0) at the terminal I-V characteristics. At the final stages of corrosion, the I-V characteristics resemble partial shading and local yellowing. Thus, finger corrosion is susceptible to mischaracterization at the I-V level. This misinterpretation is especially dangerous when one wishes to differentiate PID (that affects the shunt resistance) from finger corrosion solely based on the terminal I-V characteristics.
B. Metal Delamination (Glass Frit Corrosion Under Dark)
The dark and light corrosion can delaminate (or fully corrode) the fingers and busbars from the semiconductor underneath. For simplicity, let us assume that moisture diffuses uniformly from the side close to the module edge. Therefore, the fingers are fully delaminated the same length [see, Fig. 5(a) ], which is equivalent to the worst scenario in metal finger thinning. Fully delaminated fingers cause the current to travel laterally towards the healthy parts of the finger through the semiconductor and be collected by the remaining fraction of the finger. Since the semiconductor resistance is relatively higher, ΔV (x, y) k B T q is significant in the white delaminated section of the cell as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The turned-on diodes shunt the current, almost none of the photo-generated carriers are collected from this region, the short-circuit current is reduced [see, Fig. 6(c) ] and the power drops linearly with delaminated area. This effect is similar to yellowing or shading that also reduce the J SC without any change in fill factor (FF), again suggesting the possibility of The portion of current in the shaded area (a) goes through a longer and more resistive path in the busbar to reach the first healthy tabbing point. Since the metal-resistance is low, the voltage drop is not high enough to turn the diodes on and sink current significantly at low bias. mischaracterization. Visual inspection or IR imaging will differentiate the degradation modes-yellowing does not produce local hot spots, but grid delamination does.
In closing this section, let us reiterate that the series resistance has remained essentially unchanged even in this extreme case of finger corrosion. Does contact degradation ever lead to series resistance increase, as presumed in the traditional literature? Yes, it does but only for solder bond failure-the topic of the next section.
C. Solder Bond Failure
Thermal expansion/contraction during thermal cycling or hourly/daily/seasonal temperature variation can cause solder bond failure or broken tabbing points. To model the solder bond failure in Griddler, we sequentially remove the tabbing points between the ribbon and the busbar. The ribbon is in contact with the whole length of the busbar and the transfer conductivity may increase slightly at the tabbing points. Therefore, the current is now forced to take alternate paths in higher resistance busbars, leading to a fundamentally altered voltage distribution pattern in the cell. The broken tabbing points are a discrete way of representing a failure that, in principle, could occur at any point along the busbar.
Pristine cell voltage map V (x, y) is shown Fig. 2(c) , with ribbons and tabbing points intact. When a tabbing point fails, the current reroutes through the busbar and reaches the adjacent tabbing point [see, Fig. 1(d) ]. If the failed tabs are consecutive and close to current collection plugs (bottom of the cell at points A and B), this rerouted path leads to a large resistive drop, with a dramatic increase in ΔV (x, y), as shown in Fig. 7(b) tabbing points removed). The arrows indicated the rerouting of the current flow. As a result, the photo-generated current at the bottom edge of the cells (yellow region) may not be as efficiently collected. Interestingly, as the first tabbing points start at the "middle" of the cell, the voltage is redistributed leading to more efficient charge collection from the remainder of the cell, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Fig. 8(a) shows that solder bond failure manifests a distinct signature of series resistance both in the FF and the slope of the I-V curve close to V OC . This is because any corrosion at the tabbing point and/or ribbons affects not the local current, but the integrated current of the cell. In addition, close to V MP , when the voltage drop is high enough for the distributed diodes to turn on, there is a significant loss of current collection. However, the drop is not high enough at I SC , thus, no reduction in I SC .
V. CELL VERSUS MODULE I-V CHARACTERISTICS
Degradation mechanisms such as corrosion reduce output power at the cell level, but how does corrosion affect the module performance that contains a combination of corroded and healthy cells? After all, qualification or field tests are done on the encapsulated module where the I-V characteristics of individual cells are not available. Since only a few cells of a module may be affected by CDS, it is important to know how the cell-level degradation translates to module-level I-V characteristics. Many field inspections report that degradation occurs at the edges of a module [23] - [25] , especially when the module is encapsulated by a moisture resistant backsheet [26] . If the backsheet allows moisture penetration, however, then every cell of the module is degraded by moisture diffusing through the white spaces among the cells. Therefore, Fig. 9(a) shows N degraded cells along the edges of the module, with M healthy cells at the interior of the module. The exact location of the degraded cell in this series connected system is unimportant, as long as M and N are specified. As shown in Fig. 9(b)-(d) , we find that the features of cell I-V characteristics (following CDS degradation) are preserved in module I-V characteristics. This occurs despite the complexity of the voltage and current redistributions among the degraded and pristine cells. For example, Fig. 9(b) shows that finger thinning at the cell level appears to be a shunt resistance even at the module level. Similarly, finger delamination at the cell level translates to suppression of the module short-circuit current; see, Fig. 9(c) . Finally, solder bond failure leads to an increase in the series resistance, as in Fig. 9(d) . The presence of healthy cells reduces the magnitude of the series resistance seen at corroded cell I-V characteristics. When the effects are present simultaneously (i.e., some cells are delaminated, while others have lost the tabbing contact), the module characteristics is defined by a convolution of the elemental features.
Finally, in Fig. 10 , we plot the power output of the pristine and damaged cells (as well as their combined effect on module performance) to show that the redistribution of the cell voltages alters the maximum power point of the module. This redistribution affects all the cells (including the pristine cells) with the corresponding decrease in the power output.
VI. DISCUSSION
Since CDS manifest variously as R sh decrease (finger thinning), I SC loss (grid delamination), and/or R s increase (solder bond failure), it is important to distinguish the signature of CDS from other degradation mechanisms, such as PID (R sh decrease) and/or shadowing or yellowing (I SC loss). First, it is clear that severe R s increase can always be positively correlated to solder bold failure, provided that the failure is confined to the internal circuitry of the cell. However, the R s increase can be because of external component issues, such as corroded external connectors, faulty junction box, broken ribbons, etc. We have extracted the series resistance using the five-parameter model and plotted the results in Fig. 11 . We find that the variation in R s is significantly larger in case of solder bond failure (ΔR s /R s = 100%) compared with finger delamination (ΔR s /R s = 4%) or metal finger thinning (ΔR s /R s = 12%). For cross validation, we recalculated R s by taking the slopes of the I-V curves close to the open-circuit condition, with essentially identical results. Hence, we conclude that severe changes in the series resistance is positively correlated with solder bond failure. Similarly, R sh , extracted by the five-parameter model reflects the change in the I-V curve slope close to the short-circuit condition. The physical shunt resistance included in the Griddler simulation is very high, and yet the five-parameter model finds a (fake) shunt resistance [as shown in Fig. 11(b)-(d) ] arising from the diode turn-on due to metal thinning and metal delamination. The R sh extracted from the five-parameter model due to solder bond failure is comparable: Initially, we find no evidence of a diode turn-on that acts as a fake shunt because the failure of a few tabbing points is essentially uniform. With increasing bond failures, however, the nonuniformity of the diode turn-on is reflected in the dramatic decrease in the fake shunt resistance. The other effects may be differentiated by the following electrical/optical characterization methods.
A. Reverse Bias Characteristics Can Differentiate Real vs. Fake Shunts
Finger corrosion related "diode shunts" saturate at sufficiently high reverse bias, while PID-related increase in "real" shunt current increases with reverse bias. Thus, reserve bias characteris- I-V characteristics compare PID versus various degrees of finger thinning (e.g., 57 µm and 59 µm out of 60 µm width). We assume that the area affected by these two degradation mechanisms are equal. tics will differentiate between the two degradations. In addition, PID, on its own, does not change the short-circuit current in p-type c-Si cells [27] , but in n-type c-Si cells, the short-circuit current is influenced and the slope of I-V curve at low voltage alters negligibly [28] , [29] ; however, finger corrosion may affect I SC depending on its severity (as shown in Fig. 4) . A Griddler simulation of the under illumination I-V shown in Fig. 12 demonstrates the feasibility of this approach. In practice, the approach may require removal of the protection diodes from a module and carefully ensure that the cells do not go into reverse breakdown. Fig. 13 . Irradiance dependence of efficiency. At lower irradiance, a real shunt (related to PID, for example) reduces the cell efficiency much more significantly compared with a fake shunt (associated with finger corrosion). 
B. Irradiance Dependent Efficiency
If the reverse bias part of I-V characteristic is not available, then, we can use irradiance as a probe to distinguish between the fake and the real shunt. Fig. 13 shows that compared with pristine characteristics, the efficiency-irradiance plot is affected significantly only if the shunts are real (e.g., PID). Although this method distinguishes between fake and real shunts, we may not be able to positively identify the mechanism that led to the real shunting formation.
C. Optical Measurement to Distinguish Between Yellowing and Delamination-Induced Loss in Photocurrent
Grid delamination-induced I SC loss leads to local dissipation of photocurrent and corresponding localized increase in self-heating and cell temperature. Yellowing prevents photons from reaching the cell, and thus, the loss of photo-generated current is not related to the local hot-spot formation. Therefore, an IR image should differentiate between these two degradation modes. Another way to distinguish between the two is visual inspection. Yellowing generally affects most of the area of the module/cell; however, grid delamination normally occurs close to the edges of the module/cell. Finally, one may analyze the I-V curves at reverse bias. As shown in Fig. 14 yellowing reduces the short circuit current, but does not affect the slope of the curve at reverse bias. Delamination, on the other hand, not only reduces the short-circuit current, but also features a shunt like signature at reverse bias associated with gradual turn-off of the diodes far from the current collection points.
D. Combination of Degradation Mechanisms
The discussed methods can distinguish the mechanisms when only one of them is influencing the cell/module. If two or more mechanisms affect the I-V curve simultaneously (e.g., yellowing and PID), the features of I-V characteristics may be mischaracterized as being due to grid delamination. Therefore, it may not be possible to distinguish between the mechanisms only relying on electrical characterization. Other methods such as visual inspection and/or IR imaging will be helpful. Yellowing uniformly affects the module and is easy to spot by visual inspection [25] . IR imaging will spot the shunted areas because of higher recombination in the PID-affected parts. Thus, it is possible to differentiate between the mechanisms based on electro-optical multiprobe characterization methods.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have used Griddler, a solar cell simulator, to investigate the effects of CDS on the performance of solar cells. We find that: 1) Only solder bond failure directly increases the series resistance of the cell (compared with other two degradations studied herein), as characterized by the derivative close to the open-circuit condition; and 2) finger thinning does not affect the cell performance significantly until the finger width reduces to less than 10 µm. The electrical signature of finger thinning is a steeper slope in lower voltages, which may be mischaracterized as a (fake) shunt resistance. Reverse bias I-V characteristics may be used to distinguish between diode shunt due to corrosion, and actual shunt due to PID, for example. Finally, 3) finger delamination reduces the performance by sinking the photo-generated current locally and reducing J SC . An optical image, IR image of hot-spot formation, and a slope of I-V curve at reverse bias help differentiate between yellowing and finger delamination. A deep and nuanced understanding of the complex correlation of a degradation mode and its electrical signatures (reflected in the I-V characteristics) are essential for interpreting the qualification tests and field results and improve the next generation of solar modules manufactured for a specific weather zone.
